OPEN NETWORK-for NEW SCIENCE
MEETING for the EUROPEAN SCIENCE WEEK 2005 in Florence (21-NOV-05)
c/o Antique Gabinetto Scientifico Letterario VIEUSSIEUX ("Ferri" room),
"STROZZI" Palace , "STROZZI"- SQUARE n°1 , City Centre of FLORENCE
Thema of the MEETING of the OPEN network for NEW SCIENCE
(ON-NS see: http://www.egocreanet.it) is the following:
DEVELOPMENT of CREATIVITY & SHARING NETWORKING
for KNOWLEDGE and SOCIETY CHANGES
The third ON-NS-EGOCREANET meeting for the European Science Week 2005 in Florence
http://www.cordis.lu/scienceweek/home.htm
will enhance through creative thoughtprovoking to provide a beacon for the future of science and technology in Europe on the
following issues:
A) LIFE SCIENCES ,KNOWLEDGE & ART INTEGRATED CHANGES
B) "ON TIME- ON LINE " JOURNALISM on SCIENCE -ART & SOCIETY
C) EMERGENCES of RELATIONAL and PSYCOLOGICAL PROBLEMS in INTERNET
The basic idea of the meeting is to revitalize science by means identify specific strategies of
interactive technology of communication, covering an interdisciplinary exchange of
knowledge creation in science and art. As a matter of facts those innovative strategies are
essential for moving from the industrial society forward the European Knowledge Society.
Hence those who have creative knowledge are invited to share though the web-site
<http://www.itoscana.org/> (now under construction) their vision about the change of
the understanding of Science & Society .The organizing committee of the "ON-NS meeting"
suggest to LINK this official WEB-site for helping the network to get downloadable from the
internet, the open dialogue on the issues related to the main thema of the meeting:
DEVELOPMENT of CREATIVITY & SHARING
NETWORKING for KNOWLEDGE and SOCIETY CHANGES.
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